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.Y is my sincere hope that the nonprofit I have chosen to work with is able to learn more 

about the web and frame that knowledge in a way that allows them to be successful. I 

started out with the hope of teaching the Imani <orkshops a set of formal practices they 

can use to gain web traffic and make sales, however I feel that I have learned much from 

them: the set of practices that I have developed will greatly aid me in future endeavors. 

9his project has helped me formalize a workflow as I move towards a career in web 

consultation. 

9he goal of this project was to create a website for a nonprofit called the Imani 

<orkshops, and educate them about how they can empower themselves in the web 

technology world. 9he Imani workshop helps individuals in &frica who are afflicted with 

-I; by providing artisan-based jobs and job training. 

IU5UI's Imani <orkshop was created in 2005 as a part of the &25&9- initiative, a 

program that has been improving health in 0enya since 1989. 9he Imani <orkshops 

helps individuals with -I; I&I)8 support themselves. 8hunned by family and friends, 

these individuals often have immense difficulty finding and keeping jobs. In many cases 

these individuals have children and family of their own to support, furthering the 

problem. 9he Imani <orkshops gives them a chance by providing them employment and 

job training. Imani artisans learn to work with paper, make honey, clothing, jewelry and 

other hand-crafted goods which are in tum sold here in the United 8tates. 9his idea of 

empowerment is important to me, as I see it as a critical component of nonprofit success. 

&s I see it, the more empowered a nonprofit is with their tools and practices, the more 

literate they can become. 



9he current Imani site does not have functioning store technology and is in need up 

updating. & static site, it is difficult to maintain and adjust, making information out of 

date. 9o counter this, I will set up a site that will provide Imani the means to begin to 

learn online technology. 

3onprofits are lagging behind in understanding the web. 2any seem to struggle in 

order to maintain a healthy web presence, which can make users think twice about 

associating with them. 9his technology gap causes problems for nonprofits (8almon, 

2002). <ithout the funds of major businesses or the expertise of government agencies, 

nonprofits tend to show poor performance on the web. 9his leads to a lack of trust from 

the general population, which hampers nonprofit effectiveness, particularly with 

fundraising. Lack of trust is one of the most frequently cited reasons for consumers not 

purchasing from internet vendors (,rabner-0rauter and 0aluscha, 2003). 9his bodes ill 

for nonprofits struggling with technological literacy, and seems to infer that the wider the 

technology gap, the less likely a nonprofit is going to receive funds online. Online 

fundraising is by no means a large share of revenue - according to one scholar, only a 

handful of organizations gain more than 10% of their revenue via the internet (<aters, 

2007), by which we assume <aters is referring to fundraising revenue. -owever small, 

the size of the revenue stream is enough to not be ignored. <ithout proper grounding 

nonprofits run the risk of improperly transitioning to the web, and increasing loss of 

public trust. 

9his is why the design of the Imani <ebsite is critical to its future growth. 8ite design 

is not only shown to influence the rated trust of an agency ('urt and )unham, 2009), it 

can make an impact on online sales. 
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-owever, making a web transition carries several risks. 3onprofits that make the 

decision to become more web literate will never be the same. 9echnology can cause rapid 

and unpredictable changes in the work environment. 9he impact technology will have on 

an organization is very difficult to predict, assess, or understand ('arley, 1986). 9his 

means that a nonprofit who opens themselves up to web technology is taking a risk 

towards potential gain or further maladaptive behavior. 3ot only can a nonprofit make 

the mistake of seeing the forest for the trees, but sometimes they can lose sight of the 

trees by admiring the forest. 'y this I mean nonprofits can lose their sense of identity by 

pursing technology recklessly. 'y failing to take a well-informed approach, nonprofits 

risk losing their connection to their primary mission by commodifying their 

organizational management behaviors (Iverson, 'urkhart). 9his essentially means that 

nonprofits can risk getting over-involved in and endless supply of applications, softwares, 

and social media sites that they become less effective at fulfilling their mission and 

identity. <hether a nonprofit becomes too involved or too little involved in the web, they 

can harm their company. -owever, addressing the technology gap in an informed, but 

open way can significantly improve technology awareness and application in the 

nonprofit sector. 

9he Imani <orkshops seems to be at an important crossroads. 9he question that must 

be addressed is how to navigate this growth in the most effective way for the 

organization. In a personal interview with )r. Robert 'atzinger, he addressed two strong 

questions. First, he asked how are we going to approach the technology gap problem for 

the Imani <orkshop$ 9he answer is we are going to attempt to raise the technological 

literacy of the Imani <orkshops employees so that the organization can empower itself. 
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9he goal is to get the Imani <orkshop to think critically about how it can think critically 

in the web world. 9he second question is why have a client involved with this project$ 

('atzinger). I feel that client involvement is tantamount to demonstrating and creating a 

successful set of processes that help clients overall feel empowered with their own 

growth in technology. &nd while these questions are large in scope - perhaps too large 

for one single project, the opportunity allows me the chance to begin to refine a workflow 

that helps nonprofits address the technology gap. 

9he type of site that the Imani <orkshops needs is one that is simple and scalable, not 

dependent on any one technology and not overly complicated, and one that conforms to 

the standards of web 2.0. I refer to this as the evolutionary approach to web design. 

9im O'Reilly, in the report "<hat Is <eb 2.0," reports that web 2.0 sites attempt to go 

beyond conventional logic and work with the strengths of the web medium. 9hey 

involve: Understanding the web as a platform: rather than seeing a website as a static 

billboard, but instead a stage for multiple communications across multiple sites 

(O'Reilly, 2005). Instead of using the word "web site", the word "web presence" to 

better indicate the approach. <eb 2.0 sites depend on Lightweight 5rogramming models: 

rather than creating technologies from scratch, we work with existing technologies 

designed for remixability and hackability (O'Reilly, 2005). &lso, these sites are 

Continually Updating: Leaming to be in the habit of adapting tools over time. 9hese sites 

take an evolutionary approach: instead of being viewed as a final product, they are seen 

as something that continually changes, adapts and switches out technologies all the time, 

and are configured to allow this to occur easily. 
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9he second idea to understanding the evolutionary approach is /effrey ?eldman' s view 

of the web as a continuum, which he discusses in his book )esigning <ith <eb 

8tandards. 'y this, ?eidman sees sites as objects that are a range of potential outcomes, 

rather than just a fixed or static tool that "takes their toll ... on human and financial 

overhead" (2003). ?eidman therefore advocates the creation of sites that are adapted to 

both backward and forward compatibility (2003). In other words, the aim is to create sites 

that are highly growth-mobile, able to flexibly evolve and adapt to changes in the web 

environment. 

Finally, an evolutionary website keeps simple design rules at the forefront. & major 

obstacle in the nonprofit world is the tendency to place far too much text into a single 

small area. 9his significantly hinders the usability of a site. 0rug cautions against this, 

stating that websites are ideally built for scanning, not for intense reading (2000). Like a 

billboard or a business card, websites are not the place for dense communication. 

3eedless words and jargon must be removed in favor of words that are easily scanned 

(2000). *ssentially, 0rug, ?eidman, and O'Reilly argue that sites need to be created to be 

simple, easy, and fluid. 'y keeping a site simple, light, modular, free from dense text, and 

configured for learning and growth a nonprofit like the Imani <orkshops can have an 

opportunity to thrive. 

)esign stresses the user interface - the ease at which a user can navigate the site. In a 

sense, the site is a medium through which a user can enter into a dialogue with a 

program. &ccording to <.-8. Fan and 2.-C 9sai, website design refers to the creating an 

environment in which users and computer exchange information, in order for the user to 

view, search, and input information (2010). 9he computer is a bridge between the user 
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and the program, which allows the user to gain access to information. -owever, these 

systems can be difficult and expensive to program, and to create something that does this 

readily from scratch is simply beyond most nonprofits. Fortunately, a solution comes 

from the open-source movement. In order to create a design interface effectively, many 

sites tum to what are called <eb Content 2anagement 8ystems (<C28). 9hese 

powerful engines make it much easier for individuals to have dynamic sites by managing 

content and working with a database. 9hey have two unique differences from normal web 

sites 1) they are designed for nontechnical users, and 2) the open source <C28 software 

is free (Castelluccio, 2010). 9his is a necessary component for the Imani <orkshops. 

2arshall 2cLuhan describes each form of media as its own separate medium of 

communication, literally, its own environment (1967). In other words, every media has its 

own rules, strengths and weaknesses. 5roblems arise when people fail to understand the 

possibilities of the web because they think of it in terms of print or television - they fail 

to see it as a unique tool. Fan and 9sai, like 2cLuhan, describes media as environments. 

<hen managers fail to see the full extent of the web, they are not capable of optimizing 

the web medium. In addition, they fail to seek out the right kind of help. 9heir lack of a 

general map or web know-how causes a failure to see the possibilities available to their 

campaign, a failure acquire adequate resources to mobilize, and a failure to structure their 

online experience appropriately. 9his significantly hampers their overall performance. In 

other words, the gap is created through a lack of web literacy, not a lack of access to 

technology. 3onprofits fail to understand the medium they seek to engage in fully, and 

this leads to lower performance. 
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Critical to breaking these preconceived notions is understanding design from an 

evolutionary point of view. Using the concepts of 0rug, ?eldman, and O'Rielly, it is 

possible to create an environment that allows users to empower themselves and learn 

technological literacy while still serving their web needs. 9his allows them to see where 

they are, where they can go, and the way they can get there without depending on experts 

too heavily. <hile I advocate an informed decision, I don't necessarily believe that the 

best approach is a strictly planned one. & set-in-stone plan can miss the mark as easily as 

an off-the-cuff reaction. Instead, I would rather view competence as a sustained ability to 

implement and create a project most suited to a changing situation (Ciborra, 1996). Like 

?eldman, I think the best approach is to not advocate a strict compliance to web 

principles at the expense of performance and ease of use (2003). Rather, the better 

approach is to move beyond standards and see the nonprofits needs in context. 9his 

involves a small amount ofrisk and experimentation, and a willingness on the part of the 

nonprofit to take a more organic approach to web design. 8ites built in an evolutionary 

format should have safety features that encourage experimentation, risk, and 

improvisation. 9he site is both a means to do business and a means to learn how to do 

business better. Ciborra argues that improvisation is more important than strict 

organization. &ccording to him improvisation is far more prevalent than critical planning 

in the workplace, and that it is more grounded in individual and organizational processes 

than planned decision making (Ciborra, 1996). 9aking this to mind, I developed the 

following work plan, inspired by Cotler and ,oto's Wb_ RbabDfdQ ���� WRUQfcQRZ Ee^E 

WRUPD� 9he approach I took went as follows: 

)efine 5roject 
)evelop 8cope of <ork 
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Create 5roject 5lan 
)evelop 8ite 8tructure 
'uilding and Integrating 
9esting 
Final 5roduct 
Future Considerations 

9hese steps are outlined as follows: 

89*5 O3*: )*FI3* 5RO/*C9 

9he first step is to gather information. 'y learning about the requirements and 

background of the Imani <orkshop and its director, )r. *lsie Rotitch, I am able to make 

important decisions about the hosting, structure and required software. In order to find 

out information, I conducted interviews with )r. Rotitch via e-mail and phone in order to 

fill out the Client Information 8urvey, Communications 'rief, 8cope of <ork, and 

5roject 5lan. 9hese documents combined provide robust detail concerning site 

specifications. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 1. 

89*5 9<O: )*;*LO5 8CO5* OF <OR0 

In the course of web development many factors can lead to delays. One specific area of 

concern for developers is "scope creep," the natural tendency for small client requests 

and unspoken assumptions to blur the final product expectations. Cotler and ,oto 

describe scope creep as "the slow, inevitable swelling of a project's scope from 

something defined to something significantly bigger" (22). 'y this they refer to how little 

things can add up over time and suddenly cause confusion and delays. For the Imani 

<orkshops, a scope of work document was developed, outlining the general expectations 

and assumptions in attempt to manage the issue from the start. 9hese documents can be 

seen in &ppendix 2. 
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89*5 9-R**: CR*& 9* 5RO/*C9 5L&3 

9he 5roject 5lan allows us to begin making clear guidelines for the client. It begins the 

basic workflow, and allows us to start making assumptions about the site. It was at this 

point that I selected <ordpress, *-junkie (later <5 *-Commerce) and the ,enesis 

framework/theme. 9his is also where we set the budget, create a staging/development 

area, a schedule and finalize the basic details. Cotler and ,oto' s "Client 8pec 8heet" was 

removed for lack of necessity. Cotler and ,oto's assigning a team step was also removed, 

because this is a one person project. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 3. 

89*5 FOUR: )*;*LO5 8I9* 89RUC9UR* 

)eveloping the site structure involves creating the blue prints by which the new site 

will conform. It involves creating three such blueprints: the site view, page view, and 

user view. *ach of these allows us to understand the website from a different perspective 

and have a solid understanding background technical needs. 9he Content delivery plan 

was removed. In addition, wordpress eliminates enough need of -92L that establishing 

protocols were not necessary. 9he existing site organization was of little concern beyond 

a basic level of understanding - beyond understanding the links in the header, there was 

no need to take this step further. Finally, a site review was necessary in order to learn 

what we can from the old site and apply its strengths to the new. 9hese documents can be 

seen in &ppendix 4. 

89*5 FI;*: 'UIL)I3, &3) I39*,R&9I3, 

-aving completed the schedule and blueprints, it was time to build the site. I began by 

creating three simple mockups of site options to show )r. Rotitch. 'ut before I could 
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build I had to populate the store with products - a massive task that took many hours. 9he 

site was switched from e-junkie to \U e-commerce, which significantly reduced the time. 

*ach page then was broken down to its various "slices" and then populated with the 

appropriate content. <e tweaked the design, copy and artwork until the final product was 

approved. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 5. 

89*5 8IX: 9*89I3, 

*very site is going to have bugs and every workflow is going to have delays. In this 

case, delays became a wonderful learning opportunity as it allowed both myself and )r. 

Rotitch to challenge ourselves to see the site from new perspectives to solve them. In 

addition to bugs, browser compatibility tests generally show that code needs to be fixed 

so the website looks close to the same on every browser. 9hese documents can be seen in 

&ppendix 6. 

89*5 8*;*3: FI3&L 5RO)UC9 

9he version 1.0 of the site was completed early )ecember, 2011. &lthough due to the 

tax on shipping issue, we cannot launch for a few more weeks, the site is ready in every 

other way. .Y is scalable, simple and organic, robust enough to offer advanced features 

and content management, but also flexible and stable enough that it is a good tool to learn 

from. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 7. 

89*5 *I,-9: FU9UR* CO38I)*R&9IO38 

<hat is given to the Imani <orkshop is not an end product but a beginning. 9he site is 

a chance to expand the nonprofit's reach into the technology-using client base by learning 

the language of technology. 9hey are highly encouraged to engage in creative play. 9he 
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site is designed to be flexible, approachable, and easy to pick up and learn. .Y is able to 

withstand stresses that other sites in its field may not be able to. 9he nonprofit should 

keep it that way - remembering that any piece can be updated, switched out and 

optimized further. 9he site is a canvas from which Imani can explore. 9he following 

future conditions will help guide the nonprofit's future decision making concerning the 

site. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 8. 

9here is no surgery, quick fix, or magic bullet that will solve the technology gap. .Y is 

impossible to simply provide a tool or a superman and then expect change. &ddressing 

the technology gap will depend on getting down there with the charities, meeting them 

where they are, and empowering them to direct their own growth. 2y 2asters study has 

led me to look at social networks and how large-scale changes occur within social 

networks. <hat began for me as an evaluation of Francios Lyotard's explanation of 

legitimacy in society synthesized with nonprofit management. 3amely trust and 

legitimacy are given to people that are in a referent position. 9hese individuals create a 

hierarchy of legitimacy which nonprofits must process through in order to be seen as 

legitimate. & functional design from their site will help overcome this barrier, and as 

more people trust the nonprofit, it will gain legitimacy in the market. 9his happens 

because of the scaling of social networks ('arabasi, 1999; *riksson, 2005). From this, 

I've come to understand that change happens when people, technology, and organizations 

meet together. I would say that creating this site is an experiment in applied informatics: 

bringing people, organizations, and artifacts around and effective network of actors 

(-akken, 2000). 9o this end, I hope I have been successful. 

11 
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In order to accomplish this step I used Cotler and ,oto's Client Information 8urvey. 
9he surveys, along with the answers appear below. 

CLI*39 I3FOR2&9IO3 8UR;*> 

,eneral Information 

1. <MFf Le fMJ SFRJ RI kRgd FRRbFSk FSI kRgd FgddJSf � Rd LSfJSIJI� :7/? 

www.imaniworkshops.org 

2( <MR FdJ fMJ bdLRFdk FRSfFFfe IdRR kRgd RdLFSLsFfLRS� FSI iMR MFe ILSFO 
FbbdRhFO RS fMJ bdROJFf? 

)r. *lsie Rotitch 

3( <MFf Le kRgd LSfJSIJI OFgSFM IFfJ IRd fMJ SJi eLfJ? ;dJ fMJdJ FSk RgfeLIJ 
FRSeLIJdFfLRSe fMFf RLLMf FIIJFf fMJ eFMJIgOJ �IRd JjFRbOJ� 37 OFgSFM� fdFIJ eMRi� 
FSSgFO dJbRdf�? 

9he initial launch date of 8eptember 2010 was intended to take advantage of the 
Christmas season. -owever, several issues forced a delay until February 2011. 9he needs 
of the imani workshop were very specific: in consideration of the nonprofit budget, their 
site needed to depend on open source technologies. -owever the degree this technology 
needed to be customized was simply beyond the even the most advanced open source 
store-software. &fter contacting the developers of <5 *-commerce, it was learned that 
the required updates would be created in February 2011, and the launch date was moved 
until mid-to-end month. In addition, the learning curve proved to be higher than expected. 
&s predicted, technical literacy issues around learning how the site operates caused 
several delays. 

4( >R kRg MFhJ F ebJFLILF GgILJf dFSLJ FOdJFIk JefFGOLeMJI IRd fMLe bdROJFf? =FS fMLe 
bdROJFf GJ ILhLIJI LSfR bMFeJe fR FFFRRRRIFfJ GgILJf FSI fLRLSL FRSefdFLSfe? 

9he project phases were proposed and instated by 2r. <alls. 9he final phases became 
the following: 

3OFSSLSL 3MFeJe: February 2010 - 2ay 2010. Initial discussion with )r. Rotitch and 
subsequent planning of the site. Research to find the correct store software. 

>JhJORbRJSf 3MFeJ: /une 2010 - February 2011. 

�� 
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(IgFFfLRS 3MFeJ: 3ovember 2010-2arch/&pril 2011. 

Current 8ite 

1( >R kRg IJJO kRgd FgddJSf eLfJ bdRRRfJe F IFhRdFGOJ geJd JjbJdLJSFJ? <Mk Rd iMk 
SRf? 

)r. Rotitch submitted the following recommended features: 

• Functionality: 

Online payment (must have) Inclusive of inventory check (i.e. able to tell buyer that item 
currently stocked out and can wait 2-3wks extra, etc), must accept credit 
card payment, and an online photo catalog. )r. Rotitch reports that a blog to share Imani 
stories and share product feedback would be (nice to have). 

• &dministration: 

Of major concern for )r. Rotitch was to have a back-end administration feature that 
would allow administration the ability to update various sections of the website with ease. 
9he current site does not seem to have an easy interface, making it very difficult for 
someone without advanced knowledge in -92L and F95 to update and access the site. 
)r.. Rotitch requested that the back-office allow the administrator to easily update the 
online catalog, and allow them to be able to ad and edit page content such as text and 
photos. 

• )esign: 

9he Imani workshop team asked that the design "represent them" and that they have a 
chance to review before finalizing. In addition, they requested that the site be quick-
loading, produce minimal clicks, and be easy to navigate. 

5ages: 

9he following pages were requested to be included in the design: 

1. -ome page - welcome, intro 
2. Catalog pages 

a. 5ayment 5age 
3. Imani 8tories 

a. 8pecial section for Imani artists 
4. 3ews 
5. 'log 
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2. <hat specific areas of your current site do you feel are successful$ <hy are they 
successful$ 

9he current site tells the imani story well. .Y does a good job of showing the artisans 
through both text and pictures, and shares the experience of the imani artisans. 

3. <hat shortcomings exist with the current site, and what three things would you 
change on the site today if you could$ 

9he site has no functioning store, and it needs to have a better system for gathering 
newsletter subscribers. 

4. -ave you conducted usability tests or gathered visitor feedback for your current 
site$ .I so, how long ago$ 5lease include any reports or findings. 

3o. 

5. -ow important is it to maintain your current look and feel, logo, and branding$ 

9he logo must be kept. 9he images need to be updated, but the Imani <orkshops should 
be featured. 

Reasons for Redesign 

1. <hat are the main reasons you are redesigning your site (new business model, 
outdated site, expanded services, different audience)$ 

In order to move into the online sales market. 

2. <hat are your primary online business objectives with the site redesign$ <hat 
are your secondary objectives$ (*xamples include increased sales, 
marketing/branding awareness, and fewer customer service calls.) 5lease discuss 
both long- and short-term goals. 

Increased sales and marketing. 

3. <hat is the main business problem you hope to solve with the site redesign$ -ow 
will you measure the success of the solution$ 

9o measure the success of the site, it should allow the Imani <orkshops to engage in 
online marketing, allow them a means to increase sales, pass the review by the Imani 
8taff, and conform to the guidelines given in the "recommended features." 

4. <hat existing strategy (both on- and offline) is in place to meet the new business 
objectives$ 
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9he Imani workshops currently sells products in various retail stores throughout the 
United 8tates. In addition, )r. Rotitch gives presentations about the Imani <orkshop and 
includes items for sale. 

&udience/)esired &ction 

1. )escribe a typical site visitor. -ow often are they online, and what do they 
generally use the web for$ ,ive basic demographics: age, occupation, income level, 
purchasing habits. (Use as much detail as possible in profiling your target user. 
5rofile more than one type if appropriate.) 

Online consumer, interested in foreign goods and helping others. 

2. <hat is the primary "action" the site visitor should take when coming to your site 
(make a purchase, become a member, search for information)$ 

'rowse the store. 

Learn about Imani workshops and the artisans involved. 

3. <hat are the key reasons why the target audience chooses your company's 
products$ 

9o help artisans in 0enya suffering from -I;. 

9o purchase distinctive goods from &frica. 

CO22U3IC&9IO38 'RI*F 

5roject 8ummary: 8tate general project information, goals, and relevant background 
information for the site redesign. 9his paragraph should be a statement overview of the 
project as a whole. 

<hat is the basic overview of the project$ 

9o redesign the Imani workshop site. 

<hat is the single purpose of the new site$ 

)r. Rotitch states that the purpose of the new site is "making Imani workshops self 
sustainable in terms of being able to conduct a profitable business enterprise, and increase 
the sale of Imani products in the united states." 

�� 



<hat are the secondary goals of the new site$ 

Increase the brand awareness of the Imani <orkshops and reach out to internet users. 

<hat are the long-term goals$ 

Increased financial returns for the Imani <orkshops. 

5erceptionffone/,uidelines: -ow should your target audience respond to your new 
online presence$ 

<hat does the target audience think and feel about the company and the current 
website$ 

3o focus groups have been used, so only anecdotal evidence is available. Currently, the 
site cannot be used for purchases. 

2. <hat do we want them to think and feel$ 

9he Imani <orkshops wants the audience to feel like they are empowering people by 
making purchases through the Imani site. 

3. -ow will this new website help achieve this goal$ 

9he website will use "call to action" banners and <5 *-commerce to create a compelling 
user expenence. 

4. <hat adjectives can be used to describe the way the website and the company 
should be perceived by the target audience$ 

Fresh, Compelling, Interesting 

5. <hat are some specific visual goals the site should convey$ 

Featured 5roducts, &rtisan 8tories, &bout the Imani <orkshops 

CO22U3IC&9IO3 89R&9*,> 

1. <hat is the overall message you are trying to convey to your target audience$ 
(For example, cost-effective, secure, reliable, efficient.) 

<e would like them to find the site very informative and easy to navigate. 
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2. -ow will you convey the overall message$ (For example, effective messaging 
through copy, directed path towards goal, specific offer on home page.) 

)r. Rotitch states, "mostly through the artist stories and the shopping experience. &lso 
the about me section. <e find that our customers buy more if they can relate to the 
customer." 

3. Identify stages of development (if appropriate) used to execute goals. 

4. -ow will you measure the success of the redesigned site$ 

*ase or making purchase 
*ase of back office activities ( adding new products etc) 
8implified estimation of shipping costs 
Functional and reliable online payment 
6uick loading of a new page. 

Competitive 5ositioning: -ow you are different from your competition and the factors 
that will make you a success. 

-ow is your company or your web presence different from your competition$ 

9he site can showcase a more personal connection between the artisans and the Imani 
workshop than other similar nonprofits have with the artisans they contract with. 

<hat specifically sets your company apart from your competition$ 

9he stories of &25 & 9- and the Imani workshop artisans. 

<hat areas of the current site are successful and why$ 

9he site communicates the stories and gives the history well. 

9argeted 2essage: 8tate a to-the-point word or concise phrase that will 
appropriately describe the site once it is launched. 

*ngaging. 
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9he scope of work was presented to Imani in the following power point slides. 

:MFY &FSe:FOOX IR$ 

• ~<alls will provide free consultation and implementation of a 
high quality, state of the art website. 

• ~will offer a preliminary web plan and schedule of activities 
to promote and use the site to its best ability. 

o !m2! is under no obligation to follow the recommendations 
outlined in the web plan. 

• 9his applications used in the site can be free, subject to decisions 
made by !R2O!· 

8cope ofworkl .jpg 
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<hat Can~<alls do$ 

• ~<alls will provide free consultation and implementation of ^ 
high quality, state of the art website. 

• ~will offer a preliminary web plan and schedule of activities 
to promote and use the site to its best ability. 

o ~ is under no obligation to follow the recommendations 
outlined in the web plan. 

• 9his applications used in the site can be free, subject to decisions 
made by~. 

~.²./...~l 

8cope ofwork2.jpg 
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Considerations: 

• 9here !a a vast number of free resources available to your nonprofit 
that will easily automate tasks, track website traffic, and create the 
store. 

o Free hosting Free 8ite 9emplates Free 8haring 9ools 

¥ HRwever, each choice comes with tradeoffs - this is doubly true for 
paid resources. 8uccess of this site will involve understanding the 
limitations that each choice creates. 

8cope ofwork4.jpg 
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6JOJFfLSL +Ref 

8election of a web host is a critical choice. 3ot all hosts are created equal, and many 
hosts may not be able to run the software required to accomplish the Imani goal. 

9he minimum requirements for the Imani <orkshops was a host that allowed 
5h5/2y86L 5, and could run <ordpress 2.8 or greater. (9he latest edition of <ordpress 
is 3.1, which is more desirable than the minimum requirement). 9he host would need to 
allow F95 access, and allow a high degree of user control for file permissions. 

6JOJFfLSL 6fRdJ 6RIfiFdJ 

One of the most critical decisions was the act of choosing the right store software. 
Imani needed a store that was free to implement. &lso, user experience is very important, 
and the process for purchasing needed to be smooth and fast in order to meet with the 
requirements )r. Rotitch asked for. 9he site needed to be asynchronous, meaning that it 
used the web in a way that made it more user friendly. 9he main attribute was a smooth 
and quick interface. 

Initially, *-/unkie was selected as store software. &fter the initial build of the site, 
however, it became apparent that another factor is necessary to explore: number of 
products. .Y became apparent that this software was not able to handle the large number of 
products that Imani <orkshops offers. & more robust solution became necessary, and on 
&ugust 31, 2010 it was decided to change store software. 

9he second choice for store software was <5 *-commerce. 

<RdIbdJee (SLLSJ 

&ccording to the website, wordpress is the largest self-hosted blogging software in the 
world. <ordpress was recommended for its simplicity and ease of use. <hile other 
engines such as )ru pal may claim to be more robust, wordpress is by far the most user 
friendly and easy to understand. 9he engine will allow )r. Rotitch to very quickly 
familiarize herself with how to manage and create content with little hassle. 9his reason 
alone makes it a strong candidate for nonprofit use. 

<ord5ress is an Open 8ource project, meaning that it is freely available for anyone to 
use. 
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<ordpress is merely the engine, it still needs to have a body. 9he "theme" is the part of 
the website that people see - the background, artwork and general look and feel of the 
site. ,enesis, by 8tudiopress is a theme that not only gives an appearance to the site, it 
also supplies even more functionality to make the site even smoother. 9here are 
thousands of themes for word press, but I chose ,enesis because the added features. .Y 
makes the site easily customizable, comes equipped with search engine optimization, 
features several additional appearances and turn-key designs that allow to quickly 
adjusted, comes with free development and support, and updates easily. 9his makes it one 
of the best themes available. 

6JffLSL :b 6fFLLSL ;dJF 

9he staging area is a safe place to create the site where it can be tested, developed and 
approved before it is made live. 9he domain name www.imaniworkshops.info was 
chosen for such work, so that the site would still be easily accessed by the )r. Rotitch. 
9his domain was hosted on a separate godaddy account than where the site itself was 
hosted, so the URL merely redirected to the original parent site. 9his choice caused some 
slowness in the end that worried )r. Rotitch, who expressed concerns that the final 
product may be as slow as the test site. Fortunately, this is not the case, but in future such 
concerns need to be mediated in advance. 

3OFSSLSL IRd :eJd 9JefLSL 

<ith a wordpress engine, creating a testing account for )r. Rotitch is a simple matter. 
& specific user name and password were created for logging into and testing the site. 

>JfJdRLSLSL 4hJdFOO ,RFOe 

)evelop the site as quickly as possible. 
*nsure that )r. Rotitch understands how to use the site and increases technical literacy. 
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'udget. Cotler and ,oto estimate that a mid-sized website will take 300 hours to 
implement. 9his estimate matched the estimate established for this project. 

<gILJf 9LF +Rgde 

5roject 2anagement: 100 
&rt )irection: 20 
)e~gn 20 
Usability 9esting 20 
5roduction 100 
5rogramming 20 
Copywriting 10 
6& 9esting 10 

9otal: 300 hours 

9he normal rate for such services is $100 per hour, with a 50% in-kind donation to 
nonprofits for these services. 

9RfFO (efLRFfJI =Ref 

$15,000 & (donation of) $15,000 in time. 

9he final project took 280 hours to finish. 

CR*& 9I3, 9-* 8C-*)UL* 

5lanning 5hases: February 2010-2ay 2010. 
)evelopment 5hase: /une 2010-February 2011 
*ducation 5hase: 3ovember 2010 - 2arch/ &pril 2011. 

In order to create the best date specific experience possible, a ,oogle Calendar was 
employed. 9his allowed the Imani 9eam to look at the designer's timeline and track 
changes in real time. 
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Ordering is too difficult 
ORFSL \RUPXMRUX 7JYFLO 5UYFJ OLFY IRU ���� 

Oi++kQQ_Qm0d br IIOH0 IQc •Qd- mLm-II 0'+0-Qf_eQr:a iQkmQ00km0K0
-9he only ordering system is by 
. 5MRSJ � ���·���·&��� O Y�����LY�� J�SUYPM�MOOOA1�eX I f• u )n'...DAo."m.;. .telephone or e-mail from a simple �[��;!�OY�DD�De/e�"I��Y�eYIO�������9.f.l. 

5URIXFY 5URIXFY 7JYFLO8O=..� 5URIXFY 4¥�XFUOUYORS 5URIXFYwire-frame 5)F document. 9his sets C•tetgory 1FRJ 5rke 

����� .e��U����ee2 ����eY'RL�eI��·eLS�&eeee������2� rn 10101 . s ,.ooa lot of barriers to ordering and makes 
Cow -orn .v,t#tt, .';-±!1 ('!in:,• t!#ltk ei'#g!t ~, 11.#>lt~i-~(,. :8i- 11-U801 . 8 il: .Otl'r0•l©t 1vr.<" I/ '#dC::flo'lv,i,11'it very hard. 
&R\ +RUS ;162,- ~<:" l'r#o') 11 ;a t,#,it~ e���.I ~•·•tt !eY �¥ ��D�D�D� �e��D� h:,t<" 

Cutf 8r.11c•l•t C:,#o,,1,m ·-t.,-4-...1 1111 0601 I8 .OO �IOY�. 

&R\ MRUS 8:'"'1 O""'d���YL'����e�����¥ ©:,.:,e:f•:o"'{;cw~~r,'.)'::ll! 
'r11c41ll!t- 2im , ,,:t t:#lc.--l 'YQQE)E !O l t#i'O I .X �:�IIL(E�ff��Y 

OAYY/�"()�� e· ""e"' t•''v"'-! e�>�� ~(.l.flf'd {~ h<'#l'<t&R\ GRS¥ ��D�� I �»f�E �ee!"A�.'�'· :f'1ffflF'fl~ll'<tl / "Ue,r.;.,...-,1 US �IO��S� . X .uo8racel1111t .... t','tt<·,,.•:-o,;t'Al:'..l':r.~ 
(tll'~.< :#'./U)f! ~t'':.#llt: ""ll"#X#./t:t,l.'~;!l'4i'#i;.#,

54&+ 6',i'f~~;: l :"lt -rt.C:4'~{;.,.,::.llyCf2k~hc!/':l...tbttt,94'::li" ~t/ll2II . s l$.00Oln•c•le-t • .,i,·$,-lt"'to/t;,f#,sl./,'.~t 

l2&l'O ,.1··-1i;~ . 
'racelet 8&2I& l.''.U'-'~~! &t~i •r,d,<l'lf!htl:t#'t::..l•~./t•"''"*""':~(tl(y!4 li!IOlltt l I8 llt.00 

!--.n '* ��e1~ "'"I- 'It()~"*'· .l's.±!'<"' r..,·,rr:( tlo!./</~'U���FJPYY� 

8ite4.jpg. 9his snapshot of the front page invites a sense of community 
and a positive social experience. 
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6LfJ 9LJi: 6LfJRFbbLSL 

'ased on the product guide received from )r. Rotitch and the previous information, the 
following sitemap was created. 

8ite ;iewing is a straightforward text-based explanation of the pages that must be 
created for the site to fulfill the client's needs. 

9he sitemap allows us to understand just how the menus have to be categorized, and 
allows us to preempt issues that may have otherwise made product categorization 
difficult. 

.� /ewelry 

.� .� Ceramic /ewelry 4. -ome decor and specialty gifts 

.� .� .� Ceramic 3ecklaces 4.1. 'eaded 'owls 
1.1.2. Ceramic 'racelets 4.2. 'eaded ,uards 
1.1.3. Ceramic *arrings 4.3. Ceramic figurines 

4.4. 5icture frames 
1.2. 2agazine /ewelry 4.5. 0ikoy fabric 
1.2. 1. 2agazine 3ecklaces 
1.2.2. 2agazine 'racelets 5. -and knitted clothing 
1.2.3. 2agazine *arrings 

6. 0enyan fabric products 
1.3. -om jewelry Coin purse. 6.1 . 
1.3.1. -om 3ecklaces . 6.2. -and/ cosmetic bags 

6.3. 3on quilted bags/5urses 
1.4. 'one jewelry 6.4. 6uilted bags/purses 
1.4.1. 'one 3ecklaces 
1.4.2. 'one 'racelets 7. 2iscellaneous products 
1.4.3. 'one *arrings 8. 3ew 5roducts 

9. &rtisan stories 
2. Fashion &ccessories 10. &bout Imani 
2.1. 'eaded 'elts 11. Fair 9rade 5age 
2.2. Leather bracelets 12. Legal 5age 
2.3 . Rings 13. 8itemap 
2.4. &ids Ribbons 14. Contact Us 
2.5. -air bands 

3. -andmade paper products 
3 .1. 3ote cards 
3.2. /ournals 
3.3 . 'ookmarks 

2apl.jpg. 
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3FLJ 9LJi: <LdJIdFRJ 

In addition to providing a good visual map, the wireframe is often a great indicator to 
the client ofjust how big a project like this can be. 9he figure represents appx 220 pages. 
For an idea of the time involved, estimate each individual page taking at least 15 minutes. 
On this alone, the site can be projected to require 3,300 minutes, or 55 hours, over half 
the time allotted to production. <hen copy and images are factored in, each page can 
take 30 minutes or more. 

9his wireframe was developed when e-junkie was still in use. One of the advantages to 
switching to wp-ecommerce was a more powerful product engine that eliminated the 
need for separate software and product pages. 'ecause of this, a significant amount of 
production time was saved. 

OUSFSL :RUPXMRU :JGXLYJ 2FU 

+RRJ 5FLJ 

5URIXFY 5FLJX (���) *�/XSOIJ 5FLJX (���) ' 
L . . . . . . . 4 ;,, 

<ireframe l .jpg 
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:eJd 9LJi: .Jk 3FfMe 

.Y is important to understand the two or three major routes that people will follow when 
visiting a web apge. Users can be tracked in this way by using LRRLOJ FSFOkfLFe� a free 
software offered by google that allows administrators to view their site traffic 
information. &dvanced users can configure sites to be able to view link-tracking and 
other traffic flows, giving the administrator a better understanding of user behavior. 

6FJSFdLR 4SJ: 3dRIgFf 6MRbbLSL 

5athl.jpg 

In this scenario, a user is interested in viewing products. 9his kind of user can be 
understood by watching their traffic flow move from the front page, then immediately to 
an array of products. 

6FJSFdLR 9iR: ;dfLeFS 9LJi 

5ath2.jpg 

Individuals who are passionate about the story of the Imani artisans will be likely to 
visit the artisan stories before viewing products. 
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6FJSFdLR 9MdJJ: <LSIRi 6MRbbJd 

5ath3 .jpg 

<indow shoppers will shop by clicking on the large "C9&" (Call to action) banners 
that will heavily feature best-selling products on the front page. 2aximum real estate 
space will be devoted. 
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;33(3>.= +.9( � 69(3 +.9(: <:./>.3, ;3> .39(,7;9.3, 

-aving completed the schedule and blueprints, it was time to build the site. I began by 
creating three simple mockups of site options to show )r. Rotitch. 'ut before I could 
build I had to populate the store with products - a massive task that took many hours. 9he 
site was switched from e-junkie to \U e-commerce, which significantly reduced the time. 
*ach page then was broken down to its various "slices" and then populated with the 
appropriate content. &s we worked on development, we tweaked the design, copy and 
artwork until the final product was approved. 

2OC0 U58 

9he following three prototypes were developed for selection. 
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'ased off 8ervv.org, a competitor site. Created really to showcase our degree of 
flexibility with themes. 
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applicable), quantity and a rating system for more interactivity. 
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2enu names were shortened to allow for easier reading and more space. For instance, 
"paper products" became "paper." 
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<p *-commerce shares much of its interface with the rest of wordpress, meaning that 
someone who is familiar with wordpress can easily learn to work with the store. 
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Images are often parts of on page advertisements, or attempts to call a user into 
performing some kind of action (called "calls to action" or C9&). Large C9 &'s were 
made more distinctive through decorative frames. 

3RFM 
FOat had 
NecNOaces 

Framel.jpg 

Copy went through multiple revisions to ensure accurate representation of the Imani 
brand. 

OPaQi WRrNshRSs OPaQi WRrNshRSs 
gives HIV/AIDS gives HIV SRsitive 
victiPs iQ IeQya a iQdividuaOs a 
secRQd cha Qee. secRQd chaQce. 

copyl.jpg copy2.jpg 

���% R�YMJ ¥SFRRJ JFUSJI YMURXLM XJUJX 5XUFMFXJ FS LYJR IURR LX UJR[JXYJI ir. YMJ :RUPXMRU YMURXLM 
\MLFM FUYLXFSX GFSFIUY IURR JRUORDRJSY� ORFSL :RUPXMRUX FSI 
XPLOOX YUFLSLSL FSI RYMJU IRURX RI 
JRUR\JURJSY � PnkcKale aQ LmeP fkRP RFPJ F ILIIJUJSFJ LS YMJ 
QPaQL <RkPlKRil aQd PaPe a dLffekeQce 
 OL[JX RI UJRUOJ LS SJJI!LQ mKe QLoel Rf PaQr ieRiQe LQ Qeed-0 

copy3 .jpg copy4.jpg 

9he web is made for scanning, not heavy reading. 9his example shows how minimal 
copy can sometimes be stronger and more readable than large blocks of text. 
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Images also underwent several revisions, in order to find a style that was visually appealing. 

Imagel .jpg 

Image2.jpg 
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&55*3)IX 8IX - 89*5 8IX: 9*89I3, 

9esting involves quality assurance jobs of finding bugs and testing for browser 
compatibility, which is checking to see how a site will look across different versions of 
web browsers. *very site is going to have bugs and every workflow is going to have 
delays. In this case, delays became a wonderful learning opportunity as it allowed both 
myself and )r. Rotitch to challenge ourselves to see the site from new perspectives to 
solve them. In addition to bugs, browser compatibility tests generally show that code 
needs to be fixed so the website looks close to the same on every browser. In the testing 
process we encountered the following issues: 

6& 9*89I3, 

9ax 

*JSJUF! 5resentation &IRLS 8MLUULS� 5FDR�SY 4UYLRSX .RURUY &MJFPRXY 

GST�T`Q R^Eb 
&OFGFRF� 0 % Iowa: 0 % 1J\ +FRUXMLUJ� 4 % 7J[FX� 0 % 

&OFXPF� 0 '%, .FSXFX� 0 % 1J\ /JUXJD� 0 ~/0 :YFM� 0 % 

&rizona: 0 ~'o .JSYXFPD � 0 '%1 1J\ 2J[LFR� 0 % ;JSRRSY� 0 % 

&UPFSXFX� 0 °'~ 1RXLXLFSF� 0 O/o 1J\ >RUP� 0 % ;LULLSLF� 0 % 

&FOLIXUUXF� 0 �#�R 2FLSJ� 0 % 1RUYM &FUROLSF� 0 % :FXMLSLYRS� 0 % 

&RORUFIR� 0 % 2FUDOFSI� 0 % 1RUYM )FPRYF� 0 % :FXMLSLYRS 4&� 4 % 

&RSSJF YLFXY� R % 2FXXFFMXX*YYX� 4 % 4MLR� 0 % :JX Y ;�YLLS�F� 0 % 

)JOF\FUJ� 0 % 2LFMLLFS� 0 %, 4POFMRRF� 0 % :LXFRSXLS� 0 % 

)ORSIF� 0 % 2LSSJXRYF� 0 % 4UJLRS� 0 % :DRRLSL� 0 ''io 

*JRULLF � 0 % 2LXXLXXLUUL � 0 % 5JSSXDO[FSLF� 0 % 

+F\FLL� 0 % 2LXXRXUL� 0 % 7MRIJ .XOFSI� 0 % 

.IFMR� 0 % 2RSYFSF� 0 % 8RXYM &FUROLSF� 0 % 

.OOLSRLX� 0 % 1"GUFXPF� 0 % 8RXYM )FPRY���� 0 % 

lilli@LAlL. 7 % 1J[FIF� 0 % 9ennessee: 0 % 

8F[J &M�!YS��JX 

9axl.jpg 

&t first, to the designers and Imani group it appeared that tax was not being applied to 
purchases. 9his issue effectively pushed the project launch date back from 8eptember 
2010 to 3ovember 2010. 

In the end, it was discovered that the tax was being applied the whole time. 9he issue 
was design sensibility - the user had to only click the "submit" button on their purchase 
and the tax would apply itself then. 3o one in the Imani group or the design team thought 
to check for this simple fix. 
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9his issue alone highlighted how simple issues of technical literacy can strain a project. 
5rogram teams must ensure that they try even the most trivial work-arounds to handling 
such issues. 

3dRIgFf 3RfLILFFfLRSe 

)r. Rotitch was unable to receive notification e-mails for a long time. .Y appeared that 
the e-mails simply vanished - whenever someone made a purchase, the doctor was to 
notified via e-mail. <hen those e-mails failed to appear, the client worried and was not 
comfortable launching the site. 9his issue effectively pushed the project launch date back 
from 3ovember 2010 to /anuary 2011. 

9he answer ended up being a simple matter. 9hough the programmer was not able to 
discover the exact issue, the e-mails were apparently just going into the spam box. 9his 
simple issue caused a long delay on the site, and again highlights the importance of 
complete follow-through and forward thinking. 

9Fj 4S 6MLbbLSL 

<5 *-commerce makes no attempt to tax the shipping charges applied to an order, 
which violates shipping laws. In other words, when an order is placed, the tax associated 
with that purchase must be applied to the combined total of the cost of the item, plus the 
additional tax charge. <5 *-commerce fails to do this, and so not enough tax was being 
charged to the orders. Created in 3ew ?ealand, <5 *-commerce creators were seemingly 
not up to speed on &merican tax law. 9he site was not able to be launched until this issue 
was resolved, and this issue delayed the site launch from /anuary to February of 2011. 
Research showed that this level of tweaking simply did not exist in the Open 8ource 
8oftware 2arket, and threatened to delay the site indefinitely. -owever, the latest edition 
of <5 *-commerce came equipped with the ability to apply tax to shipping, which 
removed this barrier. 9his unforeseen issue must be worked into future workflow in order 
to circumnavigate the issue. 

'RO<8*R CO25&9I'ILI9> 

'rowser compatibility seems to be a little known issue in the nonprofit world. )ifferent 
web browsers (internet explorer, firefox, chrome, etc) read the code of a web page in 
slightly different ways, making the page appear different in each browser. 9hough 
attempts have been made over the years to entrain browsers to read the same way, 
nonprofits tend to use older computer systems with older browsers, and subsequently 
suffer from compatibility issues. 3otice on the examples below how different browsers 
caused errors on the front page. In each instance, these errors needed to be found and re-
coded to ensure that they appeared the same (or nearly the same) on all browsers. 9he 
software used to compare is called &dobe 'rowserlab, which allows users to see what 
their website looks like on multiple browsers at one time. Internet *xplorer, a popular 
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,oogle Chrome vs. Internet *xplorer 7. 3otice how the &mpath and Fair 9rade 
Logos are covered up on the right hand side. 
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*ach of the issues found must be reprogrammed to function properly. 
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9he following future considerations should help guide Imani as the move forward with their 
site. 

2&I39*3&3C* I88U*8 
,JSJdFO 0FLSfJSFSFJ 

Imani should plan on having a site checkup ever six months. 9his should be an 
opportunity for a professional web developer to view the site, make any updates, and 
troubleshoot any issues. Imani should remember that as web browser technology changes 
and grows, parts of their site may no longer be compatible for viewing and will need to 
be updated. 8oftware may become obsolete or phased out, and a myriad number of issues 
may necessitate a healthy checkup. 

:bIFfLSL 3RLSf�RI�6FOJ ;FFRgSfLSL 

<hile point of sale accounting is vastly improved in Imani vl .0, it still depends heavily 
on the user. 5eriodically review getshopped.org's list of bOgLLSe - additions and upgrades 
that can be added onto the site to improve performance. 8toreapps.org is another 
important resource for administrative plugins what work with <5 e-commerce. 3otably, 
a plugin called 8martmanager seems to offer an impressive suite of tools to help with 
point-of-sale accounting. 

'ear in mind that each plugin that you install runs the risk of harming the site - while 
they are usually tested to work with the site technology, they are not generally tested on 
how they interact with other plugins, and plugin conflicts can harm the site. 2uch like 
mixing medications, plugins should be installed under careful conditions and with 
professional support. 

6LfJ =RRbFfLGLOLfk 

&side from browser compatibility, Imani must be aware of other compatibility issues. 

• 4bJdFfLSL 6kefJR: 8ystems that depend on 2&C or Linux may have a different 
user experience when viewing the site. 

• >LebOFk: 5eople use monitors of all shapes and sizes. 9his may cause people to 
see the site differently - some users will see images much larger than others. 

• =gddJSFk: 9he site is currently set up to accept the dollar. Future editions may 
need to expand and update this feature. 

• /FSLgFLJ: 9he site is currently created in english only. 
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0FdPJfLSL fMJ 6LfJ 

Remember at all times that the site is just a tool - increased sales will only happen 
based on what the Imani <orkshops does with that tool. 'ecause of this, it is critically 
important that Imani develops a website marketing plan, and explores how to bring web 
traffic to their site. 

FU9UR* 8I9* &))I9IO38 

0RGLOJ 6LfJ 
<ordpress offers a fair number of plugins for mobile sites, however it may be more 

difficult to get the Imani store to function via mobile phone. Imani should reference the 
list of bOgLLSe and prepare to move into mobile service within 1 to 2 years. 

+JFdLSL .RbFLdJI 
'ear in mind that, as a part of global web standards, google favors sites in searches that 

are set up for hearing impaired and other disabilities. <ordpress is set up for this and 
makes the process easy. -owever, one thing that Imani should do is to add a "title" 
whenever uploading a picture. 9he insert picture option has this capability built in. 

/FSLgFLJ 9dFSeOFfLRSe 
Imani should prepare to update their site to multiple language formats. <ordpress 

plugins can help make this process easier. 

>RS
f GJ FIdFLI fR RRhJ RS 
9he technology being used in the site, <5 *-commerce, wordpress, plugins (etc), 

should not be seen as permanent. .Ibetter technology comes along, try to take advantage 
of it. 
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>LI Rk LIJFe FMFSLJ RhJd fLRJ? 

>es, my plans were originally much larger and done in a much quicker timeframe. I 
had originally wanted to be done summer 2010, however scope creep, bugs, and a long 
IR' process ended up changing my plans. 

9his project taught me to simplify. I had wanted to take it in three or four directions at 
first, and the resulting project could have taken an additional 600 hours or more! I had 
originally envisioned including a large scale plan and using this as a springboard for 
future projects. -owever, the breadth that I gave up by not doing those things I was able 
to tum into depth that I applied toward the task at hand. 

<MFf Le fMJ IJeLdJI JIIJFf RS fMJ FgILJSFJ? 

)r. Rotitch reports that her team is very pleased with the site. &lthough we are all 
awaiting <5 *-commerce 3.8 before the site can launch publicly, )r. Rotitch is eager to 
use it and move forward. 

I do want to caution )r. Rotitch that web sales don't just happen - bringing in users to 
the site will take time and a coordinated plan. <hat she gets out of it will be equal to 
what she puts in. 

9he desired effect is that )r. Rotitch uses the site slowly and comfortably, spending the 
next six months becoming proficient with wordpress. From there she should look into 
updating her newsletter and launching a full web campaign and facebook ads to bring in 
clients. In addition, I hope that )r. Rotitch is more open to technologies, but at the same 
time understands that they are never a quick fix, instead viewing them as a long-term 
investment. 

>ou can see the continuing development of this site at: www.imaniworkshops.org 
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/JIJILFM <FOOe � =gddLFgOgR 9LfFJ 
8outh 'end, I3 4660 I 
jwalls@ymai ..com 

*)UC&9IO3 

.Qaf^Q^ UQfYbUDfE\ SRXEe %bQa� .1 
0/6 �0FefJde LS /LGJdFO 6fgILJe� 
*mphasis in Online 8ocial 3etworking 
,raduate 5roject:"Imani <orkshops: ,raduate 5roject" 

.Qaf^Q^ UQfYbUDfE\ SRXEe %bQa� .1 
<(6( 0FdPJfLSL FSI ;IhJdfLeLSL 
Concentration: 8mall 'usiness *ntrepreneurship 
8tudent of the >ear nominee 2002 
6uoted by 5resident &dam -erbert 

&<&R)8 

,old *cho &wards, 8ilver 2edal 
• First 5lace with 8pecial 2erit: &nalecta 2agazine 2002 

9*&C-I3, *X5*RI*3C* 

GQRDfD &RQDXQEfQd� SRXEe %bQa� .1 

=RSegOfFSf IRd 3RSbdRILfe 

9rained corporations about web technology and conducted workshops 

.:6< <dLfLSL =JSfJd 9gfRd - Indiana University 8outh 'end 

2011 

2006 

2004 
1995 � 1997 

2005 � 2010 

2009 � 2010 

5romoted to staff after volunteering at writing center. Created infographics. 

.SefdgFfRd: =RRLF 6FdLbf <dLfLSL - 8tudio &rts Center, 8outh 2006 
'end 

)eveloped syllabus and overall course structure, with a focus on creative writing. 

6gbbOJRJSfFO .SefdgFfRd (8I)- 0en 8mith & 5hyllis 2oore- 2002 
<hitesell, <130 

Collaborated on curriculum and exam development, met with students upon request, 
and graded all written work, including final exam papers . 



--
R*L&9*) *X5*RI*3C* 

GQRDfD &RQDXQE^QE� SRXEe %bQa� .1 
3dLSFLbFO� (jJFgfLhJ 4IILFJd 
)eveloped business plans, marketing plans and other technical 
writing documents 

UQfEba W^\ Rc2bEURURQfE^Q &ef`^dR� &ef`^dR� .1 
0FSFLJd� .SfJdFFfLhJ 0JILF 
Created online copy and developed web marketing plan for the 
largest nonprofit in the world. 
9ransferred to Chicago position at the recommendation of ;5 of 
2arketing for United <ay of &merica. 

UQfEba W^\ RcSE� /RDbUe &RXQE\� SRXEe %bQa� .1 
6d( >LdJFfRd RI 0FdPJfLSL �.SfJdLR� 
Created many external marketing documents, created full 
business plan and simplified communications platform into an 
easy to understand template . 

1fVXfa 2^d^bfQb�SRXEe %bQa S`bQb� SRXEe %bQa� .1 
3FdfSJd� 3gGOLeMJd FSI <geLSJee 0FSFLJd 
*dited copy for 25 member volunteer staff, held weekly 
meetings, handled all aspects of copy and executive 
management. 

.US% MUbc^`b 
(ILfRd LS =MLJI 
9rained all staff in the 2aestro 8ystem of writing, raised 
readership from 50% to 85%. 

<hite <olf/'orealis 'ooks 
.SfJdS� (ILfLSL FSI >JhJORbRJSf 
<orked with fiction book company on development of product 
lines . 

2005 � 2011 

2008 � 2009 

2007 � 2008 

1998 

2001�2006 

2001 
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	.Y is my sincere hope that the nonprofit I have chosen to work with is able to learn more about the web and frame that knowledge in a way that allows them to be successful. I started out with the hope of teaching the Imani <orkshops a set of formal practices they can use to gain web traffic and make sales, however I feel that I have learned much from them: the set of practices that I have developed will greatly aid me in future endeavors. 9his project has helped me formalize a workflow as I move towards a c
	9he goal of this project was to create a website for a nonprofit called the Imani <orkshops, and educate them about how they can empower themselves in the web technology world. 9he Imani workshop helps individuals in &frica who are afflicted with -I; by providing artisan-based jobs and job training. 
	IU5UI's Imani <orkshop was created in 2005 as a part of the &25&9- initiative, a program that has been improving health in 0enya since 1989. 9he Imani <orkshops helps individuals with -I; I&I)8 support themselves. 8hunned by family and friends, these individuals often have immense difficulty finding and keeping jobs. In many cases these individuals have children and family of their own to support, furthering the problem. 9he Imani <orkshops gives them a chance by providing them employment and job training. 
	9he current Imani site does not have functioning store technology and is in need u
	p 

	updating. & static site, it is difficult to maintain and adjust, making information out of date. 9o counter this, I will set up a site that will provide Imani the means to begin to 
	learn online technology. 
	3onprofits are lagging behind in understanding the web. 2any seem to struggle in order to maintain a healthy web presence, which can make users think twice about associating with them. 9his technology gap causes problems for nonprofits (8almon, 2002). <ithout the funds of major businesses or the expertise of government agencies, nonprofits tend to show poor performance on the web. 9his leads to a lack of trust from the general population, which hampers nonprofit effectiveness, particularly with fundraising.
	9his is why the design of the Imani <ebsite is critical to its future growth. 8ite design is not only shown to influence the rated trust of an agency ('urt and )unham, 2009), it can make an impact on online sales. 
	-owever, making a web transition carries several risks. 3onprofits that make th
	e 

	decision to become more web literate will never be the same. 9echnology can cause rapid and unpredictable changes in the work environment. 9he impact technology will have on an organization is very difficult to predict, assess, or understand ('arley, 1986). 9his means that a nonprofit who opens themselves up to web technology is taking a risk towards potential gain or further maladaptive behavior. 3ot only can a nonprofit make the mistake of seeing the forest for the trees, but sometimes they can lose sight
	9he Imani <orkshops seems to be at an important crossroads. 9he question that must be addressed is how to navigate this growth in the most effective way for the organization. In a personal interview with )r. Robert 'atzinger, he addressed two strong questions. First, he asked how are we going to approach the technology gap problem for the Imani <orkshop$ 9he answer is we are going to attempt to raise the technological literacy of the Imani <orkshops employees so that the organization can empower itself. 
	9he goal is to get the Imani <orkshop to think critically about how it can think critically in the web world. 9he second question is why have a client involved with this project$ ('atzinger). I feel that client involvement is tantamount to demonstrating and creating a successful set of processes that help clients overall feel empowered with their own growth in technology. &nd while these questions are large in scope -perhaps too large for one single project, the opportunity allows me the chance to begin to 
	9he type of site that the Imani <orkshops needs is one that is simple and scalable, not dependent on any one technology and not overly complicated, and one that conforms to the standards of web 2.0. I refer to this as the evolutionary approach to web design. 
	9im O'Reilly, in the report "<hat Is <eb 2.0," reports that web 2.0 sites attempt to go beyond conventional logic and work with the strengths of the web medium. 9hey involve: Understanding the web as a platform: rather than seeing a website as a static billboard, but instead a stage for multiple communications across multiple sites (O'Reilly, 2005). Instead of using the word "web site", the word "web presence" to better indicate the approach. <eb 2.0 sites depend on Lightweight 5rogramming models: rather th
	9he second idea to understanding the evolutionary approach is /effrey ?eldman' s view of the web as a continuum, which he discusses in his book )esigning <ith <eb 8tandards. 'y this, ?eidman sees sites as objects that are a range of potential outcomes, rather than just a fixed or static tool that "takes their toll ... on human and financial overhead" (2003). ?eidman therefore advocates the creation of sites that are adapted to both backward and forward compatibility (2003). In other words, the aim is to cre
	Finally, an evolutionary website keeps simple design rules at the forefront. & major obstacle in the nonprofit world is the tendency to place far too much text into a single small area. 9his significantly hinders the usability of a site. 0rug cautions against this, stating that websites are ideally built for scanning, not for intense reading (2000). Like a billboard or a business card, websites are not the place for dense communication. 3eedless words and jargon must be removed in favor of words that are ea
	)esign stresses the user interface -the ease at which a user can navigate the site. In a sense, the site is a medium through which a user can enter into a dialogue with a program. &ccording to <.-8. Fan and 2.-C 9sai, website design refers to the creating an environment in which users and computer exchange information, in order for the user to view, search, and input information (2010). 9he computer is a bridge between the user 
	)esign stresses the user interface -the ease at which a user can navigate the site. In a sense, the site is a medium through which a user can enter into a dialogue with a program. &ccording to <.-8. Fan and 2.-C 9sai, website design refers to the creating an environment in which users and computer exchange information, in order for the user to view, search, and input information (2010). 9he computer is a bridge between the user 
	and the program, which allows the user to gain access to information. -owever, these systems can be difficult and expensive to program, and to create something that does this readily from scratch is simply beyond most nonprofits. Fortunately, a solution comes from the open-source movement. In order to create a design interface effectively, many sites tum to what are called <eb Content 2anagement 8ystems (<C28). 9hese powerful engines make it much easier for individuals to have dynamic sites by managing cont

	2arshall 2cLuhan describes each form of media as its own separate medium of communication, literally, its own environment (1967). In other words, every media has its own rules, strengths and weaknesses. 5roblems arise when people fail to understand the possibilities of the web because they think of it in terms of print or television -they fail to see it as a unique tool. Fan and 9sai, like 2cLuhan, describes media as environments. <hen managers fail to see the full extent of the web, they are not capable of
	Critical to breaking these preconceived notions is understanding design from a
	n 

	evolutionary point of view. Using the concepts of 0rug, ?eldman, and O'Rielly, it is possible to create an environment that allows users to empower themselves and learn technological literacy while still serving their web needs. 9his allows them to see where they are, where they can go, and the way they can get there without depending on experts too heavily. <hile I advocate an informed decision, I don't necessarily believe that the best approach is a strictly planned one. & set-in-stone plan can miss the m
	)evelop 8cope of <ork 
	)evelop 8cope of <ork 
	Create 5roject 5lan 

	)evelop 8ite 8tructure 
	'uilding and Integrating 
	9esting 
	Final 5roduct 
	Future Considerations 
	9hese steps are outlined as follows: 
	89*5 O3*: )*FI3* 5RO/*C9 
	9he first step is to gather information. 'y learning about the requirements and background of the Imani <orkshop and its director, )r. *lsie Rotitch, I am able to make important decisions about the hosting, structure and required software. In order to find out information, I conducted interviews with )r. Rotitch via e-mail and phone in order to fill out the Client Information 8urvey, Communications 'rief, 8cope of <ork, and 5roject 5lan. 9hese documents combined provide robust detail concerning site specifi
	In the course of web development many factors can lead to delays. One specific area of concern for developers is "scope creep," the natural tendency for small client requests and unspoken assumptions to blur the final product expectations. Cotler and ,oto describe scope creep as "the slow, inevitable swelling of a project's scope from something defined to something significantly bigger" (22). 'y this they refer to how little things can add up over time and suddenly cause confusion and delays. For the Imani 
	89*5 9-R**: CR*& 9* 5RO/*C9 5L&3 
	9he 5roject 5lan allows us to begin making clear guidelines for the client. It begins the basic workflow, and allows us to start making assumptions about the site. It was at this point that I selected <ordpress, *-junkie (later <5 *-Commerce) and the ,enesis framework/theme. 9his is also where we set the budget, create a staging/development area, a schedule and finalize the basic details. Cotler and ,oto' s "Client 8pec 8heet" was removed for lack of necessity. Cotler and ,oto's assigning a team step was al
	)eveloping the site structure involves creating the blue prints by which the new site will conform. It involves creating three such blueprints: the site view, page view, and user view. *ach of these allows us to understand the website from a different perspective and have a solid understanding background technical needs. 9he Content delivery plan was removed. In addition, wordpress eliminates enough need of -92L that establishing protocols were not necessary. 9he existing site organization was of little con
	89*5 FI;*: 'UIL)I3, &3) I39*,R&9I3, 
	-aving completed the schedule and blueprints, it was time to build the site. I began by creating three simple mockups of site options to show )r. Rotitch. 'ut before I could 
	build I had to populate the store with products -a massive task that took many hours. 9h
	e 

	site was switched from e-junkie to \U e-commerce, which significantly reduced the time*ach page then was broken down to its various "slices" and then populated with thappropriate content. <e tweaked the design, copy and artwork until the final product waapproved. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 589*5 8IX: 9*89I3
	. 
	e 
	s 
	. 
	, 

	*very site is going to have bugs and every workflow is going to have delays. In this case, delays became a wonderful learning opportunity as it allowed both myself and )r. Rotitch to challenge ourselves to see the site from new perspectives to solve them. In addition to bugs, browser compatibility tests generally show that code needs to be fixed so the website looks close to the same on every browser. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 6. 89*5 8*;*3: FI3&L 5RO)UC9 
	9he version 1.0 of the site was completed early )ecember, 2011. &lthough due to the tax on shipping issue, we cannot launch for a few more weeks, the site is ready in every other way. .Y is scalable, simple and organic, robust enough to offer advanced features and content management, but also flexible and stable enough that it is a good tool to learn from. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 7. 89*5 *I,-9: FU9UR* CO38I)*R&9IO38 
	<hat is given to the Imani <orkshop is not an end product but a beginning. 9he site is a chance to expand the nonprofit's reach into the technology-using client base by learning the language of technology. 9hey are highly encouraged to engage in creative play. 9he 
	site is designed to be flexible, approachable, and easy to pick up and learn. .Y is able t
	o 

	withstand stresses that other sites in its field may not be able to. 9he nonprofit should keep it that way -remembering that any piece can be updated, switched out and optimized further. 9he site is a canvas from which Imani can explore. 9he following future conditions will help guide the nonprofit's future decision making concerning the site. 9hese documents can be seen in &ppendix 8. 
	9here is no surgery, quick fix, or magic bullet that will solve the technology gap. .Y is impossible to simply provide a tool or a superman and then expect change. &ddressing the technology gap will depend on getting down there with the charities, meeting them where they are, and empowering them to direct their own growth. 2y 2asters study has led me to look at social networks and how large-scale changes occur within social networks. <hat began for me as an evaluation of Francios Lyotard's explanation of le
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	In order to accomplish this step I used Cotler and ,oto's Client Information 8urvey. 9he surveys, along with the answers appear below. 
	CLI*39 I3FOR2&9IO3 8UR;*> 
	,eneral Information 
	1. <MFf Le fMJ SFRJ RI kRgd FRRbFSk FSI kRgd FgddJSf . Rd LSfJSIJI. :7/? 
	www.imaniworkshops.org 
	www.imaniworkshops.org 

	2( <MR FdJ fMJ bdLRFdk FRSfFFfe IdRR kRgd RdLFSLsFfLRS. FSI iMR MFe ILSFO FbbdRhFO RS fMJ bdROJFf? 
	)r. *lsie Rotitch 
	3( <MFf Le kRgd LSfJSIJI OFgSFM IFfJ IRd fMJ SJi eLfJ? ;dJ fMJdJ FSk RgfeLIJ FRSeLIJdFfLRSe fMFf RLLMf FIIJFf fMJ eFMJIgOJ .IRd JjFRbOJ. 37 OFgSFM. fdFIJ eMRi. FSSgFO dJbRdf.? 
	9he initial launch date of 8eptember 2010 was intended to take advantage of the Christmas season. -owever, several issues forced a delay until February 2011. 9he needs of the imani workshop were very specific: in consideration of the nonprofit budget, their site needed to depend on open source technologies. -owever the degree this technology needed to be customized was simply beyond the even the most advanced open source store-software. &fter contacting the developers of <5 *-commerce, it was learned that t
	4( >R kRg MFhJ F ebJFLILF GgILJf dFSLJ FOdJFIk JefFGOLeMJI IRd fMLe bdROJFf? =FS fMLe bdROJFf GJ ILhLIJI LSfR bMFeJe fR FFFRRRRIFfJ GgILJf FSI fLRLSL FRSefdFLSfe? 
	9he project phases were proposed and instated by 2r. <alls. 9he final phases became the following: 
	3OFSSLSL 3MFeJe: February 2010 -2ay 2010. Initial discussion with )r. Rotitch and subsequent planning of the site. Research to find the correct store software. 
	>JhJORbRJSf 3MFeJ: /une 2010 -February 2011. 
	(IgFFfLRS 3MFeJ: 3ovember 2010-2arch/&pril 2011. 
	Current 8ite 
	1( >R kRg IJJO kRgd FgddJSf eLfJ bdRRRfJe F IFhRdFGOJ geJd JjbJdLJSFJ? <Mk Rd iMk 
	SRf? 
	)r. Rotitch submitted the following recommended features: 
	• Functionality: 
	Online payment (must have) Inclusive of inventory check (i.e. able to tell buyer that item currently stocked out and can wait 2-3wks extra, etc), must accept credit card payment, and an online photo catalog. )r. Rotitch reports that a blog to share Imani stories and share product feedback would be (nice to have). 
	• &dministration: 
	Of major concern for )r. Rotitch was to have a back-end administration feature that would allow administration the ability to update various sections of the website with ease. 9he current site does not seem to have an easy interface, making it very difficult for someone without advanced knowledge in -92L and F95 to update and access the site. )r.. Rotitch requested that the back-office allow the administrator to easily update the online catalog, and allow them to be able to ad and edit page content such as 
	• )esign: 
	9he Imani workshop team asked that the design "represent them" and that they have a chance to review before finalizing. In addition, they requested that the site be quick-loading, produce minimal clicks, and be easy to navigate. 
	5ages: 
	9he following pages were requested to be included in the design: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	-ome page -welcome, intro 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Catalog pages 

	a. 5ayment 5age 

	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Imani 8tories 

	a. 8pecial section for Imani artists 

	4. 
	4. 
	3ews 

	5. 
	5. 
	'log 


	2. <hat specific areas ofyour current site do you feel are successful$ <hy are they successful$ 
	9he current site tells the imani story well. .Y does a good job of showing the artisans through both text and pictures, and shares the experience ofthe imani artisans. 
	3. <hat shortcomings exist with the current site, and what three things would you change on the site today ifyou could$ 
	9he site has no functioning store, and it needs to have a better system for gathering newsletter subscribers. 
	4. -ave you conducted usability tests or gathered visitor feedback for your current site$ .Iso, how long ago$ 5lease include any reports or findings. 
	3o. 
	5. -ow important is it to maintain your current look and feel, logo, and branding$ 
	9he logo must be kept. 9he images need to be updated, but the Imani <orkshops should be featured. Reasons for Redesign 
	1. <hat are the main reasons you are redesigning your site (new business model, outdated site, expanded services, different audience)$ 
	In order to move into the online sales market. 
	2. <hat are your primary online business objectives with the site redesign$ <hat are your secondary objectives$ (*xamples include increased sales, marketing/branding awareness, and fewer customer service calls.) 5lease discuss both long-and short-term goals. 
	Increased sales and marketing. 
	3. <hat is the main business problem you hope to solve with the site redesign$ -ow will you measure the success of the solution$ 
	9o measure the success of the site, it should allow the Imani <orkshops to engage in online marketing, allow them a means to increase sales, pass the review by the Imani 8taff, and conform to the guidelines given in the "recommended features." 
	4. <hat existing strategy (both on-and offline) is in place to meet the new business objectives$ 
	4. <hat existing strategy (both on-and offline) is in place to meet the new business objectives$ 
	9he Imani workshops currently sells products in various retail stores throughout the United 8tates. In addition, )r. Rotitch gives presentations about the Imani <orkshop and includes items for sale. 

	&udience/)esired &ction 
	1. )escribe a typical site visitor. -ow often are they online, and what do they generally use the web for$ ,ive basic demographics: age, occupation, income level, purchasing habits. (Use as much detail as possible in profiling your target user. 5rofile more than one type if appropriate.) 
	Online consumer, interested in foreign goods and helping others. 
	2. <hat is the primary "action" the site visitor should take when coming to your site (make a purchase, become a member, search for information)$ 
	'rowse the storeLearn about Imani workshops and the artisans involved
	. 
	. 

	3. <hat are the key reasons why the target audience chooses your company's products$ 
	9o help artisans in 0enya suffering from -I;9o purchase distinctive goods from &frica
	. 
	. 

	CO22U3IC&9IO38 'RI*5roject 8ummary: 8tate general project information, goals, and relevant backgroun
	F 
	d 

	information for the site redesign. 9his paragraph should be a statement overview of thproject as a whole<hat is the basic overview of the project
	e 
	. 
	$ 

	9o redesign the Imani workshop site. <hat is the single purpose of the new site$ )r. Rotitch states that the purpose of the new site is "making Imani workshops self 
	sustainable in terms of being able to conduct a profitable business enterprise, and increase the sale of Imani products in the united states." 
	<hat are the secondary goals of the new site$ Increase the brand awareness of the Imani <orkshops and reach out to internet users. <hat are the long-term goals$ Increased financial returns for the Imani <orkshops. 5erceptionffone/,uidelines: -ow should your target audience respond to your new 
	online presence$ 
	<hat does the target audience think and feel about the company and the current website$ 3o focus groups have been used, so only anecdotal evidence is available. Currently, the 
	site cannot be used for purchases. 
	2. <hat do we want them to think and feel$ 
	9he Imani <orkshops wants the audience to feel like they are empowering people by making purchases through the Imani site. 
	3. -ow will this new website help achieve this goal$ 
	9he website will use "call to action" banners and <5 *-commerce to create a compelling user expenence. 
	4. <hat adjectives can be used to describe the way the website and the company should be perceived by the target audience$ 
	Fresh, Compelling, Interesting 
	5. <hat are some specific visual goals the site should convey$ Featured 5roducts, &rtisan 8tories, &bout the Imani <orkshops 
	CO22U3IC&9IO3 89R&9*,> 
	1. <hat is the overall message you are trying to convey to your target audience$ (For example, cost-effective, secure, reliable, efficient.) 
	<e would like them to find the site very informative and easy to navigate. 
	2. -ow will you convey the overall message$ (For example, effective messaging through copy, directed path towards goal, specific offer on home page.) 
	)r. Rotitch states, "mostly through the artist stories and the shopping experience. &lso the about me section. <e find that our customers buy more if they can relate to the customer." 
	3. 
	3. 
	3. 
	Identify stages of development (if appropriate) used to execute goals. 

	4. 
	4. 
	-ow will you measure the success of the redesigned site$ *ase or making purchase *ase ofback office activities ( adding new products etc) 8implified estimation of shipping costs Functional and reliable online payment 6uick loading of a new page. 


	Competitive 5ositioning: -ow you are different from your competition and the factorthat will make you a success-ow is your company or your web presence different from your competition9he site can showcase a more personal connection between the artisans and the Iman
	s 
	. 
	$ 
	i 

	workshop than other similar nonprofits have with the artisans they contract with<hat specifically sets your company apart from your competition9he stories of &25 & 9- and the Imani workshop artisans<hat areas of the current site are successful and why9he site communicates the stories and gives the history well9argeted 2essage: 8tate a to-the-point word or concise phrase that wil
	. 
	$ 
	. 
	$ 
	. 
	l 

	appropriately describe the site once it is launched. *ngaging. 
	;33(3>.= 9<4 . 69(3 9<4: >(9(/43 6=43( 4+ <47. 
	9he scope of work was presented to Imani in the following power point slides. 
	:MFY &FSe:FOOX IR$ 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	~<alls will provide free consultation and implementation of a high quality, state of the art website. 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	~will offer a preliminary web plan and schedule of activities to promote and use the site to its best ability. 

	o !m2!is under no obligation to follow the recommendations outlined in the web plan. 

	• 
	• 
	9his applications used in the site can be free, subject to decisionmade by !R2O!
	s 
	· 
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	~will offer a preliminary web plan and schedule of activities to promote and use the site to its best ability. 

	o ~is under no obligation to follow the recommendations outlined in the web plan. 
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	Considerations: 
	• 9here !a a vast number of free resources available to your nonprofit that will easily automate tasks, track website traffic, and create the store. 
	o Free hosting Free 8ite 9emplates Free 8haring 9ools 
	HRwever, each choice comes with tradeoffs -this is doubly true for paid resources. 8uccess of this site will involve understanding the limitations that each choice creates. 
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	6JOJFfLSL +Ref 
	8election of a web host is a critical choice. 3ot all hosts are created equal, and many hosts may not be able to run the software required to accomplish the Imani goal. 
	9he minimum requirements for the Imani <orkshops was a host that allowed 5h5/2y86L 5, and could run <ordpress 2.8 or greater. (9he latest edition of <ordpress is 3.1, which is more desirable than the minimum requirement). 9he host would need to allow F95 access, and allow a high degree of user control for file permissions. 
	6JOJFfLSL 6fRdJ 6RIfiFdJ 
	One of the most critical decisions was the act of choosing the right store software. Imani needed a store that was free to implement. &lso, user experience is very important, and the process for purchasing needed to be smooth and fast in order to meet with the requirements )r. Rotitch asked for. 9he site needed to be asynchronous, meaning that it used the web in a way that made it more user friendly. 9he main attribute was a smooth and quick interface. 
	Initially, *-/unkie was selected as store software. &fter the initial build of the site, however, it became apparent that another factor is necessary to explore: number of products. .Y became apparent that this software was not able to handle the large number of products that Imani <orkshops offers. & more robust solution became necessary, and on &ugust 31, 2010 it was decided to change store software. 
	9he second choice for store software was <5 *-commerce. 
	<RdIbdJee (SLLSJ 
	&ccording to the website, wordpress is the largest self-hosted blogging software in the world. <ordpress was recommended for its simplicity and ease of use. <hile other engines such as )ru pal may claim to be more robust, wordpress is by far the most user friendly and easy to understand. 9he engine will allow )r. Rotitch to very quickly familiarize herself with how to manage and create content with little hassle. 9his reason alone makes it a strong candidate for nonprofit use. 
	<ord5ress is an Open 8ource project, meaning that it is freely available for anyone to use. 
	,JSJeLe 9MJR
	J 

	<ordpress is merely the engine, it still needs to have a body. 9he "theme" is the part of the website that people see -the background, artwork and general look and feel of the site. ,enesis, by 8tudiopress is a theme that not only gives an appearance to the site, it also supplies even more functionality to make the site even smoother. 9here are thousands of themes for word press, but I chose ,enesis because the added features. .Y makes the site easily customizable, comes equipped with search engine optimiza
	6JffLSL :b 6fFLLSL ;dJF 
	9he staging area is a safe place to create the site where it can be tested, developed and chosen for such work, so that the site would still be easily accessed by the )r. Rotitch. 9his domain was hosted on a separate godaddy account than where the site itself was hosted, so the URL merely redirected to the original parent site. 9his choice caused some slowness in the end that worried )r. Rotitch, who expressed concerns that the final product may be as slow as the test site. Fortunately, this is not the case
	approved before it is made live. 9he domain name www.imaniworkshops.info was 

	3OFSSLSL IRd :eJd 9JefLSL 
	<ith a wordpress engine, creating a testing account for )r. Rotitch is a simple matter. & specific user name and password were created for logging into and testing the site. 
	>JfJdRLSLSL 4hJdFOO ,RFOe 
	)evelop the site as quickly as possible*nsure that )r. Rotitch understands how to use the site and increases technical literacy
	. 
	. 
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	8*99I3, 9-* 'U),*9 
	'udget. Cotler and ,oto estimate that a mid-sized website will take 300 hours to implement. 9his estimate matched the estimate established for this project. 
	<gILJf 9LF +Rgde 
	5roject 2anagement: 100 
	&rt )irection: 
	&rt )irection: 
	&rt )irection: 
	20 

	)e~gn 
	)e~gn 
	20 

	Usability 9esting 
	Usability 9esting 
	20 

	5roduction 
	5roduction 
	100 

	5rogramming 
	5rogramming 
	20 

	Copywriting 
	Copywriting 
	10 

	6& 9esting 
	6& 9esting 
	10 

	9otal: 
	9otal: 
	300 hours 


	9he normal rate for such services is $100 per hour, with a 50% in-kind donation to nonprofits for these services. 
	9RfFO (efLRFfJI =Ref 
	$15,000 & (donation of) $15,000 in time. 
	9he final project took 280 hours to finish. 
	CR*& 9I3, 9-* 8C-*)UL* 
	5lanning 5hases: February 2010-2ay 2010. )evelopment 5hase: /une 2010-February 2011 *ducation 5hase: 3ovember 2010 -2arch/ &pril 2011. 
	In order to create the best date specific experience possible, a ,oogle Calendar was employed. 9his allowed the Imani 9eam to look at the designer's timeline and track changes in real time. 
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	'ased on the product guide received from )r. Rotitch and the previous information, the following sitemap was created. 
	8ite ;iewing is a straightforward text-based explanation ofthe pages that must be created for the site to fulfill the client's needs. 
	9he sitemap allows us to understand just how the menus have to be categorized, and allows us to preempt issues that may have otherwise made product categorization difficult. 
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	In addition to providing a good visual map, the wireframe is often a great indicator to the client ofjust how big a project like this can be. 9he figure represents appx 220 pages. For an idea ofthe time involved, estimate each individual page taking at least 15 minutes. On this alone, the site can be projected to require 3,300 minutes, or 55 hours, over half the time allotted to production. <hen copy and images are factored in, each page can take 30 minutes or more. 
	9his wireframe was developed when e-junkie was still in use. One ofthe advantages to switching to wp-ecommerce was a more powerful product engine that eliminated the need for separate software and product pages. 'ecause ofthis, a significant amount of production time was saved. 
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	.Y is important to understand the two or three major routes that people will follow when visiting a web apge. Users can be tracked in this way by using LRRLOJ FSFOkfLFe. a free software offered by google that allows administrators to view their site traffic information. &dvanced users can configure sites to be able to view link-tracking and other traffic flows, giving the administrator a better understanding of user behavior. 
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	In this scenario, a user is interested in viewing products. 9his kind of user can be understood by watching their traffic flow move from the front page, then immediately to an array of products. 
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	Individuals who are passionate about the story ofthe Imani artisans will be likely to visit the artisan stories before viewing products. 
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	<indow shoppers will shop by clicking on the large "C9&" (Call to action) banners that will heavily feature best-selling products on the front page. 2aximum real estate space will be devoted. 
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	-aving completed the schedule and blueprints, it was time to build the site. I began by creating three simple mockups of site options to show )r. Rotitch. 'ut before I could build I had to populate the store with products -a massive task that took many hours. 9he site was switched from e-junkie to \U e-commerce, which significantly reduced the time. *ach page then was broken down to its various "slices" and then populated with the appropriate content. &s we worked on development, we tweaked the design, copy
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	9he following three prototypes were developed for selection. 
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	Individual product pages included item information, variations in color and size (when applicable), quantity and a rating system for more interactivity. 
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	2enu names were shortened to allow for easier reading and more space. For instance, "paper products" became "paper." 
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	<p *-commerce shares much of its interface with the rest of wordpress, meaning that someone who is familiar with wordpress can easily learn to work with the store. 
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	Images are often parts of on page advertisements, or attempts to call a user into performing some kind of action (called "calls to action" or C9&). Large C9 &'s were made more distinctive through decorative frames. 
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	Copy went through multiple revisions to ensure accurate representation of the Imani brand. 
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	9he web is made for scanning, not heavy reading. 9his example shows how minimal copy can sometimes be stronger and more readable than large blocks of text. 45 
	Images also underwent several revisions, in order to find a style that was visually appealing. 
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	9esting involves quality assurance jobs offinding bugs and testing for browser compatibility, which is checking to see how a site will look across different versions of web browsers. *very site is going to have bugs and every workflow is going to have delays. In this case, delays became a wonderful learning opportunity as it allowed both myself and )r. Rotitch to challenge ourselves to see the site from new perspectives to solve them. In addition to bugs, browser compatibility tests generally show that code
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	&t first, to the designers and Imani group it appeared that tax was not being applied to purchases. 9his issue effectively pushed the project launch date back from 8eptember 2010 to 3ovember 2010. 
	In the end, it was discovered that the tax was being applied the whole time. 9he issue was design sensibility -the user had to only click the "submit" button on their purchase and the tax would apply itself then. 3o one in the Imani group or the design team thought to check for this simple fix. 
	9his issue alone highlighted how simple issues oftechnical literacy can strain a project. 5rogram teams must ensure that they try even the most trivial work-arounds to handling such issues. 
	3dRIgFf 3RfLILFFfLRSe 
	)r. Rotitch was unable to receive notification e-mails for a long time. .Y appeared that the e-mails simply vanished -whenever someone made a purchase, the doctor was to notified via e-mail. <hen those e-mails failed to appear, the client worried and was not comfortable launching the site. 9his issue effectively pushed the project launch date back from 3ovember 2010 to /anuary 2011. 
	9he answer ended up being a simple matter. 9hough the programmer was not able to discover the exact issue, the e-mails were apparently just going into the spam box. 9his simple issue caused a long delay on the site, and again highlights the importance of complete follow-through and forward thinking. 
	9Fj 4S 6MLbbLSL 
	<5 *-commerce makes no attempt to tax the shipping charges applied to an order, which violates shipping laws. In other words, when an order is placed, the tax associated with that purchase must be applied to the combined total ofthe cost ofthe item, plus the additional tax charge. <5 *-commerce fails to do this, and so not enough tax was being charged to the orders. Created in 3ew ?ealand, <5 *-commerce creators were seemingly not up to speed on &merican tax law. 9he site was not able to be launched until t
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	'rowser compatibility seems to be a little known issue in the nonprofit world. )ifferent web browsers (internet explorer, firefox, chrome, etc) read the code ofa web page in slightly different ways, making the page appear different in each browser. 9hough attempts have been made over the years to entrain browsers to read the same way, nonprofits tend to use older computer systems with older browsers, and subsequently suffer from compatibility issues. 3otice on the examples below how different browsers cause
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	Chromevsi7.jpg *ach of the issues found must be reprogrammed to function properly. 
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	9he following future considerations should help guide Imani as the move forward with their site. 
	2&I39*3&3C* I88U*8 
	,JSJdFO 0FLSfJSFSFJ 
	Imani should plan on having a site checkup ever six months. 9his should be an opportunity for a professional web developer to view the site, make any updates, and troubleshoot any issues. Imani should remember that as web browser technology changes and grows, parts of their site may no longer be compatible for viewing and will need to be updated. 8oftware may become obsolete or phased out, and a myriad number of issues may necessitate a healthy checkup. 
	:bIFfLSL 3RLSf.RI.6FOJ ;FFRgSfLSL 
	<hile point of sale accounting is vastly improved in Imani vl .0, it still depends heavily on the user. 5eriodically review getshopped.org's list of bOgLLSe -additions and upgrades important resource for administrative plugins what work with <5 e-commerce. 3otably, a plugin called 8martmanager seems to offer an impressive suite of tools to help with point-of-sale accounting. 
	that can be added onto the site to improve performance. 8toreapps.org is another 

	'ear in mind that each plugin that you install runs the risk of harming the site -while they are usually tested to work with the site technology, they are not generally tested on how they interact with other plugins, and plugin conflicts can harm the site. 2uch like mixing medications, plugins should be installed under careful conditions and with professional support. 
	6LfJ =RRbFfLGLOLfk 
	&side from browser compatibility, Imani must be aware of other compatibility issues. 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	4bJdFfLSL 6kefJR: 8ystems that depend on 2&C or Linux may have a different user experience when viewing the site. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	>LebOFk: 5eople use monitors of all shapes and sizes. 9his may cause people to see the site differently -some users will see images much larger than others. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	=gddJSFk: 9he site is currently set up to accept the dollar. Future editions may need to expand and update this feature. 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	/FSLgFLJ: 9he site is currently created in english only5
	. 
	2 
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	0FdPJfLSL fMJ 6LfJ 
	Remember at all times that the site is just a tool -increased sales will only happen based on what the Imani <orkshops does with that tool. 'ecause ofthis, it is critically important that Imani develops a website marketing plan, and explores how to bring web traffic to their site. 
	FU9UR* 8I9* &))I9IO38 
	0RGLOJ 6LfJ 
	<ordpress offers a fair number of plugins for mobile sites, however it may be more difficult to get the Imani store to function via mobile phone. Imani should reference the list of bOgLLSe and prepare to move into mobile service within 1 to 2 years. 
	+JFdLSL .RbFLdJI 
	'ear in mind that, as a part of global web standards, google favors sites in searches that are set up for hearing impaired and other disabilities. <ordpress is set up for this and makes the process easy. -owever, one thing that Imani should do is to add a "title" whenever uploading a picture. 9he insert picture option has this capability built in. 
	/FSLgFLJ 9dFSeOFfLRSe 
	Imani should prepare to update their site to multiple language formats. <ordpress plugins can help make this process easier. 
	>RS.f GJ FIdFLI fR RRhJ RS 
	9he technology being used in the site, <5 *-commerce, wordpress, plugins (etc), should not be seen as permanent. .Ibetter technology comes along, try to take advantage of it. 
	............. 
	;33(3>.= 3.3(: +.3;/ 6:(69.436 
	>LI Rk LIJFe FMFSLJ RhJd fLRJ? 
	>es, my plans were originally much larger and done in a much quicker timeframe. I had originally wanted to be done summer 2010, however scope creep, bugs, and a long IR' process ended up changing my plans. 
	9his project taught me to simplify. I had wanted to take it in three or four directions at first, and the resulting project could have taken an additional 600 hours or more! I had originally envisioned including a large scale plan and using this as a springboard for future projects. -owever, the breadth that I gave up by not doing those things I was able to tum into depth that I applied toward the task at hand. 
	<MFf Le fMJ IJeLdJI JIIJFf RS fMJ FgILJSFJ? 
	)r. Rotitch reports that her team is very pleased with the site. &lthough we are all awaiting <5 *-commerce 3.8 before the site can launch publicly, )r. Rotitch is eager to use it and move forward. 
	I do want to caution )r. Rotitch that web sales don't just happen -bringing in users to the site will take time and a coordinated plan. <hat she gets out of it will be equal to what she puts in. 
	9he desired effect is that )r. Rotitch uses the site slowly and comfortably, spending the next six months becoming proficient with wordpress. From there she should look into updating her newsletter and launching a full web campaign and facebook ads to bring in clients. In addition, I hope that )r. Rotitch is more open to technologies, but at the same time understands that they are never a quick fix, instead viewing them as a long-term investment. 
	>ou can see the continuing development of 
	this site at: www.imaniworkshops.org 

	............ 
	/JIJILFM <FOOe . =gddLFgOgR 9LfFJ 
	8outh 'end, I3 4660 I jwalls@ymai..com 
	*)UC&9IO3 
	.Qaf^Q^ UQfYbUDfE\ SRXEe %bQa. .1 
	0/6 .0FefJde LS /LGJdFO 6fgILJe. 
	*mphasis in Online 8ocial 3etworkin,raduate 5roject:"Imani <orkshops: ,raduate 5roject
	g 
	" 

	.Qaf^Q^ UQfYbUDfE\ SRXEe %bQa. .1 
	<(6( 0FdPJfLSL FSI ;IhJdfLeLSL 
	Concentration: 8mall 'usiness *ntrepreneurshi8tudent of the >ear nominee 2006uoted by 5resident &dam -erber
	p 
	2 
	t 

	&<&R)8 
	,old *cho &wards, 8ilver 2edal 
	• First 5lace with 8pecial 2erit: &nalecta 2agazine 2002 
	9*&C-I3, *X5*RI*3C* 
	GQRDfD &RQDXQEfQd. SRXEe %bQa. .1 
	=RSegOfFSf IRd 3RSbdRILfe 
	9rained corporations about web technology and conducted workshops 
	.:6< <dLfLSL =JSfJd 9gfRd -Indiana University 8outh 'end 
	2011 
	2006 
	2004 1995 . 1997 
	2005 . 2010 
	2009 . 2010 
	5romoted to staff after volunteering at writing center. Created infographics. 
	.SefdgFfRd: =RRLF 6FdLbf <dLfLSL -8tudio &rts Center, 8outh 2006 'end 
	)eveloped syllabus and overall course structure, with a focus on creative writing. 
	6gbbOJRJSfFO .SefdgFfRd (8I)-0en 8mith & 5hyllis 2oore-2002 <hitesell, <130 
	Collaborated on curriculum and exam development, met with students upon request, and graded all written work, including final exam papers. 
	R*L&9*) *X5*RI*3C* 
	GQRDfD &RQDXQE^QE. SRXEe %bQa. .1 
	3dLSFLbFO. (jJFgfLhJ 4IILFJd 
	)eveloped business plans, marketing plans and other technical 
	writing documents 
	UQfEba W^\ Rc2bEURURQfE^Q &ef`^dR. &ef`^dR. .1 
	0FSFLJd. .SfJdFFfLhJ 0JILF 
	Created online copy and developed web marketing plan for thlargest nonprofit in the world9ransferred to Chicago position at the recommendation of ;5 o2arketing for United <ay of &merica
	e 
	. 
	f 
	. 

	UQfEba W^\ RcSE. /RDbUe &RXQE\. SRXEe %bQa. .1 
	6d( >LdJFfRd RI 0FdPJfLSL ..SfJdLR. 
	Created many external marketing documents, created full business plan and simplified communications platform into an easy to understand template. 
	1fVXfa 2^d^bfQb.SRXEe %bQa S`bQb. SRXEe %bQa. .1 
	3FdfSJd. 3gGOLeMJd FSI <geLSJee 0FSFLJd 
	*dited copy for 25 member volunteer staff, held weekly meetings, handled all aspects of copy and executive management. 
	.US% MUbc^`b 
	(ILfRd LS =MLJI 
	9rained all staff in the 2aestro 8ystem of writing, raised readership from 50% to 85%. 
	<hite <olf/'orealis 'ooks 
	.SfJdS. (ILfLSL FSI >JhJORbRJSf 
	<orked with fiction book company on development of product lines. 
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